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00:00-00:04

Welcome to Secure the Vote!

A logo is shown with the words Secure
the Vote and the date March 24, 2020.

00:05-00:19
		
		
		
		
		

Let’s begin the new voting procedure
which is simple and secure. When you
enter your designated precinct, you will be
greeted by a poll worker. You will hand
your government issued photo ID to the
poll worker who will scan it into the poll pad.

In a voter precinct, a woman voter
walks toward a woman poll worker
sitting down at a table. The voter hands
her identification to the poll worker
who checks her ID and scans it into the
poll pad.

00:23-00:30
		
		

You will review your information on the poll
pad and sign your name with a stylus pen
approving your information.

The voter signs the poll pad with a
stylus pen.

00.37-00:40

The poll worker will return your ID.

The poll worker hands back the ID
to the voter.

00.44-00:51
		
		

After the poll worker confirms your
information, you will receive a voter card.
Now you are ready to vote!

The poll worker hands the voter a
voter card.

00.54-01:18
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

A poll worker will then direct you to a touch
screen and printer in your private voting
station. To begin voting, you will insert your
voting card arrow side up into the bottom
area of the touch screen. The touch screen
will prompt you in the lower right through
the ballot. Use your finger to make your
selections. At the end of your ballot, review
your selections. Press print on the touch
screen and your ballot will print within your
voter station.

A voter station is shown with a large
touchscreen and printer located on the right
of the touchscreen. A large cardboard screen
surrounds the voter station and provides
privacy. The voter inserts a voter card into the
bottom of the touchscreen. A ballot is shown
on the touchscreen. The voter uses her
index finger to make her selections on the
screen. After she has completed her ballot,
she reviews her choices and selects the print
button on the screen.

01:21-01:29
		
		

Take time to review the printed ballot.
Remove your voting card, and walk to
the polling place scanner.

The ballot prints on the printer. The
voter takes the printed ballot off of the
printer and reviews it. The voter takes
her voter card from the touchscreen
and walks to the scanner.

01:30-01:53
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

A poll worker official will be standing near
the sealed scanner to assist if needed. A
screen on the scanner will show you how
to insert your ballot. You have cast your
ballot! Turn in your voter card and receive
your voter sticker. You can proudly wear
that sticker knowing that your vote was
cast, securely. If you need assistance with
any steps, poll workers will gladly guide
you through the voting process.

A side view of a large standalone scanner
is shown. Aclose up of the top of the
scanner is shown. A small screen on the
top right of the scanner indicates that
the “system is ready” and graphically
shows directional arrows for inserting the
paper ballot A voter inserts their ballot
into the scanner. The screen indicates
“Casting Ballot, Please Wait” and “Ballot
Successfully Cast.” A smiling female voter
is shown in a green dress placing a voter
sticker on her left side of her chest. The
Secretary of State logo is shown.

END OF TRANSCRIPT

